Congratulations to the Residential Leaders for 2013-2014!
Please look and see what building and area that you have been placed in for next year.
Your Residential Coordinator will be contacting you with a time and date for your first staff meeting.

*This list is tentative and may change before Fall 2013.*

**Centennial (Honors Program)**
- Ashley Hession
- Daniel O’Briant
- Laura Scott
- Charidan Stone
- Sean Strickland
- Sarah Titus

**Legends (Learning Communities)**
- Anja Botzer- Senior Residential Leader
- Gladys Barber
- Efrain Cortez
- Stacie Henderson
- Riley Howard
- Victoria Rogers
Bosque Crossing
Chyanne Chandler
Albreesha Culberson
Jennifer Dodson
Taylor Kennedy
Hridaya Kripalani
Rachel Leeth
Pilar Gonzales-Munoz
Harper Neal
Valerie Samuels
Blake Thompson
Connor Wagner

Legacy
Brittany Bullard
Morgan Heckel
Jessa Rodriguez
Rachel Schuster
Trey Simpson
Melissa Smithey
Texan Village/ Venture/ Lone Star
  Alyssa Byrd
  Brooke Farmer
  Camry Farhat
  Savannah Hines
  Laura Kirkland
  Michael Ruiz
  Patrick Wilkins
Savannah Terrell - Venture/Lone Star

Grove
  Rachel Burnett
  Ian Coleman
  Ashlyne Menchaca
  Cori Middleton
  Sarah Pack
  Patrick Prewitt
Hunewell/Hunewell Annex
Kelyn Green-Senior Residential Leader
  Charles Bost
  Kristney Camp
  Michael Curtis
  Elisabeth Hall
  Jessica Johnson
  Shelby Krueger
  Melissa Miles
  Matthew Rogers
  Rudolph Whitsel

Gough/Moody
Danielle Cullison
Andrea Valles
Haley Hawkins
Angelica Iraheta